First, users set their hard preferences, including their budget, materials to stay away from (to accommodate allergies), and their geographical classification (metropolitan, rural, suburban, etc.). They then take photos of their existing space for our AI algorithms to generate a 3D rendering of their space.

Next, users begin curating their design preference profile, swiping through shown examples and indicating whether they "like" or "dislike" each design.

Once finished swiping, InDezain generates what it believes to be your perfect match. Users can view specific furniture details and price breakdowns.

If users don’t like their generated design, they can continue swiping through existing designs to update the algorithm.

Scan your area by providing our built-in-camera a 360 of your entire space, and leave the rest to us. Our models will automatically generate a 3D rendering of your space so you can see your design on your space. No more mental visualizing, trial-and-error, or mockup drawing.

Once you’re done swiping, view a customized interior design based off your preferences. Truly a match designed in heaven with the help of InDezain, of course! Don’t like the design? No problem! Click “Continue Searching” to continue swiping away so we get a better sense of your taste. Like your design? Perfect! So do we :) View the specific furniture details to view the specific items to buy and their respective prices. Put down your calculator and forget the spreadsheets. We promise your entire design fits into your budget.

This year, COVID-19 has led us all to spend more times in our own spaces than ever before. In 2020, the interior design market was estimated at $150B. In 2021, it’s projected to reach $255B. Now more than ever, the importance of a living space that brings us to our best mental comfort couldn’t be more important. With everything being done remotely, the old days of going to furniture stores in person are a relic, leaving a gap in the market for a virtual personalized system to streamline the interior design process.

We at InDezain want to enhance our user’s freedom of expression, allow them to achieve their dream aesthetic, and help their dream spaces become a reality. InDezain was made to ensure everyone has a place they can feel safe, feel productive, and feel at home.